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Abstract
Delayed diagnosis of atrial fibrillation (AF) and congestive heart failure (CHF) can lead to death. Early
diagnosis of these cardiac conditions is possible by manually analyzing electrocardiogram (ECG)
signals. However, manual diagnosis is complex, owing to the various characteristics of ECG signals.
Several studies have reported promising results using the automatic classification of ECG signals. The
performance accuracy needs to be improved considering that an accurate classification system of AF
and CHF has the potential to save a patient’s life. An optimal ECG signal classification system for AF and
CHF has been proposed in this study using a one-dimensional convolutional neural network (1-D CNN) to
improve the performance. A total of 150 datasets of ECG signals were modeled using the1-D CNN. The
proposed 1-D CNN algorithm, provided precision values, recall, f1-score, accuracy of 100%, and
successfully classified raw data of ECG signals into three conditions, which are normal sinus rhythm
(NSR), AF, and CHF. The results showed that the proposed method outperformed the previous methods.
This approach can be considered as an adjunct for medical personnel to diagnose AF, CHF, and NSR.

Introduction
Atrial fibrillation (AF) and congestive heart failure (CHF) are the most common cardiac diseases and are
potentially life-threatening [1]. In 2017, AF affected 37.574 million people worldwide, and its frequency
has risen by 33% in the last 20 years [2]. The number of AF cases is expected to increase by more than
60% by 2050 [2]. Similarly, the global prevalence of heart failure in the year 2017 was 64.34 million
people [3]. The lifetime risk of developing CHF is over 20% after the age of 40 years [3]. Undiagnosed AF
and CHF can endanger the patient’s life [4]; therefore, prompt diagnosis is important.
Electrocardiogram (ECG) is a non-invasive method that records the electrical activity of the heart which is
commonly measured and analyzed by researchers [5]. ECG signals can be used to detect abnormalities in
the heart, such as cardiac arrhythmias [6] or heart failure. Therefore, ECG is important to represent
objectively the occurrence of AF and CHF. Several studies have proposed algorithms to classify various
cardiac diseases including AF and CHF based on ECG signals.
Rizal et al. analyzed ECG signals based on parameters of the Hjorth descriptor method such as activity,
mobility, and complexity [7,8]. A study conducted in 2015 using various classifier algorithms such as kmean clustering, k-nearest neighbor, and multi-layer perceptron reported an accuracy of 88.67%, 99.3%,
and 99.3% respectively to classify AF, CHF, and NSR. The same researchers reported an accuracy of 94%
in a study conducted in 2017 using the higher order complexity and k-nearest neighbor classifier [8].
Furthermore, Thaweesak et al. used the primary datasets of AF, CHF, and NSR which consisted of 90
recordings. Their findings indicated that the Hjorth descriptor is capable of class separation among
cardiac arrhythmia patient groups and reported accuracy rates of 84.89%, 88.22%, and 76 % using the
least-squares, maximum likelihood, and support vector machine respectively [9].
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The most challenging aspect of ECG analysis is feature extraction. The aforementioned studies [7–9],
extracted the features of ECG signals using the Hjorth descriptor method. However, owing to noise
interference, some features did not perfectly represent the characteristics of ECG signals. Therefore, the
classification systems used in the previous studies remain prone to false detection that decreases the
accuracy performance.
Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been identified as potential approaches for ECG
classification. CNNs automatically extract features from the raw ECG signal data. Several studies have
applied CNNs to classify cardiac diseases and have shown promising results. Ping et al. reported the
highest f1-scores value of 89.55% using a CNN and long short-term memory to classify AF and normal
conditions [10]. Sidrah et al. reported a classification accuracy of 86.5% using a CNN and long short- term
memory to classify AF and normal conditions [11]. Similarly, Georgios et al. reported sensitivity of 97.87%
and specificity of 99.29% using a CNN and long short-term memory to classify AF and normal conditions
[12]. Moreover, Nurmaini et al. reported a classification accuracy of 99.17% using a CNN to classify three
conditions, including normal, AF, and non-AF conditions [13].
As well as several studies developed automated systems for detecting AF, Wang et al. reported a
classification accuracy of 99.85% using a CNN and long short-term memory to classify CHF and normal
conditions [14]. Ning et al. reported a classification accuracy of 99.3% using a recursive neural network to
classify CHF and normal conditions [15]. Meanwhile, Porumb et al. reported accuracy of 100 % using a
CNN to classify CHF and normal conditions [16].
The aforementioned studies [10–16] developed the automatic system detection for AF or CHF conditions
separately. Furthermore, Padmavati et al. proposed a classification system to identify four classes of
cardiac disease including atrial fibrillation (AF), myocardial infarction (MI), congestive heart failure (CHF),
and normal conditions [17]. The study reported a classification accuracy of 80.1% to classify CHF and
normal, 85.9% of accuracy to classify MI and CHF, and 65.4% of accuracy to classify MI and normal
conditions. However, the accuracy performance of their proposed model decreased up to 63.5% and
31.2% while extended to classify three classes (CHF, MI, and normal) and four classes (AF, CHF, MI, and
normal) respectively.
Performance results of certain previous studies on the classification of ECG signals revealed that
conventional machine learning methods were sensitive to noise; therefore, data cleaning was required. In
contrast to the conventional approaches that required separate dataset preprocessing, feature extraction,
and classification processes, CNNs can directly extract features from raw input. As a result, in the
presence of sufficient training samples, the features extracted by a CNN model would be more detailed
than those extracted manually.
According to the advantages of CNNs, some limitations which previously existed in conventional
machine learning can be overcome with CNNs. Therefore, a one-dimensional (1-D) CNN was proposed to
design an optimal ECG classification system that can improve the performance accuracy of the previous
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methods. The aim of this study was to investigate the performance of the 1-D CNN to classify raw ECG
signals of AF, CHF, and NSR.

Results
A total of 38 test datasets consisting 12 datasets of AF, 14 datasets of CHF and 12 datasets of NSR were
used to evaluate the system performance. After conducting several simulations, the Adam optimizer with
a learning rate of 0.001 was selected as the optimal hyperparameter that provided the highest accuracy
and a minimum loss value compared with other optimization algorithms (Table 1).
Table 1
The comparison of optimization algorithms performance.
Optimizer

Learning Rate

Accuracy (%)

Loss

Adam

0.001

100

0.0127

Nadam

0.001

98

0.4278

RMSprop

0.001

98

0.0946

SGD

0.001

42

0.3947

According to the results, optimization algorithms selections were the influential terms that affected the
performance of the system. Adam optimizer algorithm obtained 100% accuracy with loss value of
0.0127. The great accuracy with minimum loss indicated low errors on a few data. Nadam and RMSprop
optimizer algorithms obtained accuracy 98 % with loss value of 0.4278 and 0.0946 respectively. Based
on accuracy performance, Nadam, and RMSprop were potential optimizer algorithms for the proposed
model. However, the greater value of loss obtained by Nadam optimizer indicated there were huge errors
on a few data. Meanwhile, SGD optimizer obtained 42% accuracy with loss value of 0.3947. The low
accuracy with huge loss indicated huge errors on a lot of data.
As shown in Fig. 1, 100% accuracy was achieved after 500 epochs with a batch size of 32. According to
the model accuracy performance, there was no over-fitting which indicated the proposed model ability to
generalize well the test datasets. Table 2 shows the confusion matrix of the 1-D CNN for detailed
information regarding performance of the algorithm. Based on results of the confusion matrix, the
proposed model successfully classified AF, CHF, and NSR according to their class and provided accuracy,
precision, recall, and f1-score values of 100%.
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Table 2
The confusion matrix of the one-dimensional convolutional neural network.
Condition

AF

CHF

NSR

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

F1-Score (%)

Acc (%)

AF

12

0

0

100

100

100

100

CHF

0

14

0

100

100

100

NSR

0

0

12

100

100

100

AF, atrial fibrillation; CHF, congestive heart failure; NSR, normal sinus rhythm; 1-D CNN, onedimensional convolutional neural network.

Discussion
Researchers have considered two approaches of ECG classification, namely the conventional
classification and the 1-D CNN (Table 3). The conventional classification requires separate preprocessing,
feature extraction and classification processes [7–9]. However, the 1-D CNN integrates the feature
extraction and classification processes and is more efficient than other machine learning algorithms.
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Table 3
Performance comparison with previous studies.
References

No of Classes

Feature
Extraction

Classifier

Accuracy
(%)

Rizal et al.
(2015)

3 classes (AF, CHF, NSR)

Hjorth
descriptor

K Mean
Clustering,
K-NN, and
MLP.

88.67,
99.3, and
99.3

Rizal et al.
(2017)

3 classes (AF, CHF, NSR)

Higher
order
complexity

K-NN

94

Thaweesak
et al. (2018)

3 classes (AF, CHF, NSR)

Hjorth
descriptor

LS, ML,
SVM

84.89,
88.22,
and
76.94

Nurmaini et
al. (2020)

3 classes (AF, non- AF, normal)

CNN

99.17

Porumb et
al. (2020)

2 classes (CHF, normal)

CNN

100

Padmavathi
et al. (2020)

2 classes (CHF, normal), 2 classes (CHF, MI),
2 classes (MI, normal), 3 classes (CHF, MI,
normal), and 4 classes (AF, CHF, MI, normal)

CNN

80.1,
85.9,
65.4,
63.5, and
31.2

Our Method

3 classes (AF, CHF, NSR)

CNN

100

EMD

AF, atrial fibrillation; CHF, congestive heart failure; NSR, normal sinus rhythm; MI, myocardial
infarction; CNN, convolutional neural network; K-NN, k-nearest neighbor; MLP, multi-layer perceptron;
LS, least-squares; ML, maximum likelihood; SVM, support vector machine; EMD, empirical mode
decomposition.
In this study, we proposed a new configuration of the 1-D CNN to classify AF, CHF, and NSR conditions.
While AF, CHF, and NSR classification using machine learning in the previous studies [7–9] that relied on
the extraction of Hjorth descriptor features to make classifiers capable of classifying AF, CHF, and NSR
conditions, we significantly advanced the method by using raw ECG signals as input of 1-D CNN. As a
result, we improved the classification accuracy performance from the aforementioned studies that used
the same datasets [7,8] (Table 3). We claimed this advantage due to the ability of 1-D CNN to extract and
learn the pattern of ECG signal rather than relying on specific features that might not completely
represent the characteristics of ECG signal.
While determining the configuration of the 1-D CNN model, the number of filters and depth of the model
must be considered. The feature maps as well as the model complexity are influenced by these
parameters. If the model is too simple, it will not be able to extract the unique features. On the other hand,
if the model is too deep, it will increase the model complexity as well as slow the training process.
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Therefore, the proposed model in this research proposed the configuration of 1-D CNN model as shown in
Fig. 1. Furthermore, several hyper parameters including optimization algorithms and learning rate were
carefully selected after conducting extensive simulations to avoid over-fitting and increase robustness
and generalization capability.
Several studies that used CNNs showed promising results in classifying ECG signals as shown in Table 3.
The previous studies developed the system to detect the occurrence of AF or CHF separately [10–16].
Meanwhile, Padmavati et al. proposed the system to classify several conditions of ECG signal. Their
proposed model performed quite well to classify two conditions. However, the accuracy performance
significantly decreased to classify three conditions and four conditions [17]. It showed that the
performance was still affected by false detection that decreased the accuracy performance.
The main goal of this study was to verify the ability of the 1-D CNN to learn the characteristics of each
condition (AF, CHF, and NSR) based on raw ECG signal data without requiring separate data cleaning,
preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification processes. Furthermore, the classification
performance of the 1-D CNN was not affected by false detection. Therefore, the values of accuracy, recall,
precision and f1-score were equal to 100% in classifying the 38 test datasets of AF, CHF, and NSR. In
addition to classification performance, a large dataset is required for training to be implemented for
clinical use.

Methods
Through this study, we have proposed an optimal ECG signal classification system using a 1-D CNN that
directly processes the raw ECG signal data and classifies them into three conditions, namely, AF, CHF, and
NSR. The configuration of the proposed 1-D CNN model is shown in Fig.2.
Dataset
ECG signal data were collected from the MIT-BIH database that can be accessed from PhysioNet [18], the
datasets have previously been used in a number of studies [7,8]. The data consisted of three cardiac
classes, namely, AF, CHF, and NSR. Each class had 50 datasets with a sampling rate of 250 Hz. A total of
150 ECG signal datasets were obtained, which were divided as training (n=112) and testing (n=38) data.
Each ECG signal consisted of 245 samples as inputs for the convolutional layer in the CNN.
Feature Extraction using 1-D CNN
The feature extraction layer of the 1-D CNN used in this study consisted of five convolutional layers with
a kernel size of five for each layer. Convolutional layers one through five had a number of filters (8, 16, 32,
64, and 128 respectively). Rectified linear unit activation functions were applied to each convolution layer.
Similarly, following the convolutional layer, we applied max pooling to each layer and dropout 0.5 at the
last feature extraction layer to avoid network complexity as well as over-fitting. Subsequently, the feature
maps were extracted from the convolutional and pooling layers as inputs for the classification layers.
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Classification using 1-D CNN
The classification layer of the 1-D CNN is a fully connected layer that is responsible for classifying the
data. There is a flattening process prior to creating the fully connected layers, which included 256, 128,
64, and 32 dense layers respectively (Fig. 2). Finally, the softmax activation function was applied to
classify the signals into three conditions, namely, AF, CHF, and NSR.
To optimize the 1-D CNN algorithm, the hyperparameter performance was investigated including
optimizer algorithms (Adam, Nadam, SGD, and RMSprop) and the optimal learning rate (0.1 to 0.0001).
The optimizer algorithms, including the learning rate value, were applied while training the network. The
optimizer algorithm minimizes the error related to accuracy performance.
System Performance
A confusion matrix was used to obtain the accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-score when evaluating the
system performance. The following equations were used to calculate parameters to measure the
effectiveness of the system in diagnosing AF, CHF, and NSR conditions.

In Equation (1), (2), and (3), a true positive (TP) is a result in which the model predicts the positive class
correctly. A true negative (TN), on the other hand, is a result in which the model correctly predicts the
negative class. A false positive (FP) is a result in which data is negative but incorrectly classified as
positive. Meanwhile, a false negative (FN) is a result in which data is positive but incorrectly classified as
negative [19].
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Figure 1
Training and testing accuracy of the proposed model.

Figure 2
Proposed model of the one-dimensional convolutional neural network for AF and CHF classification.
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